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DexPad AMA (Hosted by Kindness For Soul)
$KFS: Hello, could you give a short introduction of yourself and Dexpad?

$DXP: DexPad is basically a permissionless multichain launchpad with all-in-one tool
for your smooth token launch journey. You can mint your token on DexPad, presale
them, lock the liquidity and can also airdrop to your community member (1000 of
tokens at a time).
We are working on anti-honeypot system where honeypot contracts will not be
allowed to do presale. This doesn't mean it has to wait in days for the approval like
permissioned launchpads. this will be done by simply checking the contract code by
our in-house developers right now and later by 3rd party auditors.

$KFS: Thank you for the introduction.
•
•

You say it is a multichain launchpad?
What is the roadmap for the chains?

$DXP: Right now we have deployed DexPad on Cronos Testnet, BSC Testnet and
Polygon Testnet.
Our plan is to deploy on Cronos Mainnet first. and then within this quarter we would
like to launch it on chains such as BSC, Polygon, Ethereum, Arbitrum, FTM and Avax

$KFS: That sounds like a pretty tight timeline!
When are you planning to launch on Cronos as first chain?

$DXP: We will be launching on Cronos-Mainnet as soon as Cronos-Mainnet
going live. Which is currently scheduled for 8th November 1:00 AM UTC

$KFS: Awesome; so, you're launching as one of the first projects!
•
•

Are there any other launchpads/ competition already?
If yes, what makes Dexpad unique?

$DXP: Currently there are no other launchpads right now on Cronos Mainnet.
There are some under development.
The uniqueness of DexPad is:
1) Our belief of protecting contributors from honeypot and rug pulls
2) and at the same time not to be permissioned launchpad where deals can be
done behind closed doors.
3) is our revenue model as currently none of the launchpad is sharing revenue with
their stakers as we do (100% of token fees generated from the successful presale)
4) Our inhouse multichain Dex.

$KFS: How does the DXP token work and what is the revenue model?

$DXP: Revenue for DXP token comes from the following services
1. Token Minting (Standard Token, Reflection Token | SafeMoon Fork)
2. Token Presale (successful presales will have 1.8-2 % of fees in Native currency and
same in tokens)
3. Lockers
4. Airdropper
And we have some good product coming up which we can't disclose now.

$KFS: Tell me more about that inhouse DEX you just mentioned!

$DXP: So, when we were developing DexPad, A team asked for the help in their
contract’s deployment over Cassini network (Cronos's incentivised Testnet)
We helped them and we found they are from same city.
We did a discussion and found their product a neat and clean fork of uniswap.
We were already looking for a good DEX for our DexPad where the launched
projects can provide a good liquidity.
So, we discussed idea of merging the team and when they knew about some of our
good clients in blockchain, we signed a deal with them by transferring few of our
clients with them and buying out Photonswap.finance which is now under DexPad
team.
We already have couple of plans for Photonswap.finance and DexPad which we
are in progress right now, which will be revealed soon.

$KFS: That sounds amazing to me :)
So now you have a Launchpad & a DEX. How will they work together?

$DXP: So, any new project comes to DexPad.
They will create a presale on DexPad.
Once the presale is finalized. The liquidity of that project will be provided on
Photonswap in a single transaction.
Once the liquidity is there on Photonswap, the presale owner will need to lock
minimum 50% of the LP tokens for minimum 1 month.
So, it will prevent rugs like ‘Anibus’ and ‘Squidgame’ and it will keep both platforms
up and running.

$KFS: Perfect, so you're launching a sale + token & from the start have liquidity
provided, Correct?

$DXP: Yes

$KFS: Do you think if there is any chance to get more allocation for KFS group as
everyone with $500 investment will exceed $200,000.
As the opportunity is great and I would like everyone to get it
Also, what is the token price for our sale, vesting & what is launching price?

$DXP: So, we will be providing tokens at
0.015 USDT per token for this group
Regarding vesting:
15% will be unlocked at TGE and rest will be unlocked linearly over next 1.5 years
And the launching Price will be 0.03 USDT per token.
While your Tokens are locked. you will be automatically placed in the tiers based on
the amount and will have access to guaranteed allocations on new projects + the
revenue of the token fees will be shared with you.
So, you will never want to unlock them. Also, we can certainly give more allocation.

$KFS: Thank you, can you tell us something about your background and the team?

$DXP: Currently we are 4 developers’ team with
Me having total 11 years of experience. In Solidity development since 2018.
Another Solidity Dev is having total 8 years of experience and in solidity dev since
2019.
We have very young frontend developer who started working with us from first year
of college.
We also have a senior frontend developer as a consultant with 11 years of
experience.

$KFS: Thanks for sharing. My last question again is a bit regarding roadmap.
Launchpads need projects to launch, and partnerships are very important.
•
•

Do you already have a project which will launch on Dexpad?
Do you already have some partnerships in the pipeline?

$DXP: 1. Our first project on launchpad will be PhotonSwap's fair launch itself, but
We have 2 projects onboarded and the discussion is going on.
2. One of the validators on Cronos chain want to mint tokens on our platform and
will use airdropped service with liquidity on Photonswap.finance
3. We had a call with one other blockchain start-up who has couple of projects on
another L2 and want to migrate to Cronos through DexPad.

$KFS: I guess that's it from my side for now; is there anything you would still like to
share before letting the community fire?

$DXP: Just an appreciation to present ourselves in the community.

Community Questions
Community: What will the initial market cap be?

$DXP: Initial market cap will be $380,000 USDT

Community: Is any estimation of profitability or share pf revenues to be distributed
to holders? Staking plans?

$DXP: So, we will be calculating weight for each stakers based on their time of
staking and the amount they staked.
Then the revenue will be shared with them on either monthly or biweekly bases
where you will see a dashboard to claim your tokens.

Community: Will there be an interface where we can see our tokens, staking,
rewards etc?

$DXP: Yes, that is under development right now.

Community: Is the staking reward going to be in DxP?

$DXP: It will be directly in tokens. for DxP it will be buyback and burn mechanism to
keep the price of DxP higher and making it deflationary.

Community: Is there fixed dates (Q) to get listed and for the main deliverables of
the project?

$DXP: From the start we release features first and then launched our token so
contributors can take decision after looking at our product.
We are working on developing features and improving it sometimes which is not
even on roadmap.
So, deadlines could be little bit affected when new important features come into
usage

Community: What made you go for Chronos and why?

$DXP: 1. It is as fast as BSC but less cluttered right now
2. To get early mover advantage and set the principals of anti-honeypot,
We may not prevent 100% honeypot and rug pulls but someone has to start
somewhere.

Community: When listing etc? And any plan for CEX listing?

$DXP: We have already arranged some calls. but can't divulge more details right
now

Community: Will 85% token be locked from allocation?

$DXP: Those 85% are from your purchased tokens.
such as if you contribute 1500 USD then you will receive total 100K tokens.
Now out of 100K tokens 15K tokens are unlocked immediately as soon as the sale
finalizes.
Rest of the 85K will be unlocked over next 1.5 years. Its claimable based on seconds
passed from the lock. so, nothing like you must wait for month end.

Community: What is the Total Supply & Initial Circulating Supply

$DXP: Total supply is 100,000,000 tokens (100m)
Initial Circulating Supply would be roughly 12.66 million

[KFS COMMUNITY WILL BE GIVEN $220,000 ALLOCATION]
[MAXIUM CONTRIBUTION PER PERSON $500]

END OF $DXP AMA

